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INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In this paper, we study the phenomenon of “stabilization” of trajectories 
for a wave equation in a bounded open domain, endowed with a weak dis- 
sipative mechanism. By “stabilization“’ we mean that the self-oscillations 
induced by the wave equation are damped out asymptotically and so we 
are left, when time tends to infinity, either with an equilibrium if the system 
is autonomous, or with a forced oscillation if the system was submitted to 
an exterior, periodic or almost periodic excitation. 
The common point between the two situations is the extinction of self- 
oscillations in the presence of a weak damping, and it is extremely satisfac- 
tory to discover that the difficulty is overcome in both cases by the use of 
one simple and elegant idea due to C. M. Dafermos and which appeared in 
[S], precisely in the study of some “partially” damped hyperbolic systems. 
The paper is divided in four sections. 
In Section 1, we recall the idea of [S] which will be used in Sections 2 
and 3. 
In Section 2, we generalize the result of [S, Proposition 2.31 in a 
framework which allows the existence of nontrivial equilibria. A simple 
example from continuum mechanics is given. 
In Section 3, we apply the same device to establish total damping in the 
sense of [S] for a wave equation with single-valued damping term and 
almost periodic forcing. The result which we obtain is not covered by the 
general theorems of [7] or [8]. A simple example is studied. 
In Section 4, we give two counterexamples which show that the result of 
Section 3 cannot be extended to the framework of weak solutions or to 
other boundary conditions: in each specific case a careful analysis will be 
necessary. 
The notation which is used throughout the text is the standard one with 
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respect to functional spaces and measure theory. The Laplacian operator 
Fy;=: (8*/8x:) is denoted by A, the partial derivative of u in the direction x 
x 5 and finally we write q U = u,, - Au for any function u(t, x) in 
Lrr,,(Jx Sz) where J is an interval and 52 an open domain. 
1. ON A PRINCIPLE OF C. M. DAFERMOS 
In this section, D is a bounded, open, connected subset of R” (n 3 1) 
with smooth boundary. The result which we recall below will turn out to 
be fundamental in the proofs of the results of Sections 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 1.1 (C. M. Dafermos). Let 1.4 E C([w, HA(O)) n C’(Kl!, L’(Q)) be a 
solution of the equation 
ou=o. (1.1) 
Assume that for some measurable set E c D such that meas > 0, we 
have 
u,( t, x) = 0 a.e. on I$ x E. (1.2) 
Then we conclude: u = 0 on R x Q. 
Remark 1.2. The proof of Lemma 1.1 is given in [S] and relies on the 
representation of the solutions of (1.1) by means of generalized Fourier 
series with respect o i and the analyticity of the coeffkients of these series 
inside Q with respect to x. 
This result is used in [S] to establish a stabilization result which we 
generalize in Section 2 below. 
2. TREND TO EQUILIBRIUM FOR A CLASS OF WEAKLY DAMPED, 
NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS 
Let Sz be as in Section 1 and j? be a maximal monotone graph in R x R! 
such that 0 E b(O). We consider the nonlinear wave equation 
q u + a(x) p(u,) 30 onR+ xD 
u( t, x) = 0 onR+ XXI 
(2.1) 
where a(x)E L”(Q) and aa0 a.e. in Q. 
In [S], C. M. Dafermos has shown that if a 1 0 and /? is continuously 
differentiable and strictly increasing over R, then any solution of (2.1) tends 
to 0 in HA(Q) strong as t + +cc. 
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In [6], the author established that if a(x) s 1 and /I is any maximal 
monotone graph such that 0 6f Int(b - ‘( {0})), then any weak solution of 
(2.1) in the sense of H~(Q)xL*(Q) converges, as t -+ +co, to some 
equilibrium solution w(x) with w E HA(Q) and dw(x) E /3(O) in the sense of 
9’(Q). 
The purpose of this section is to generalize both results under simple 
hypotheses which make it easy to define the solutions of (2.1). In the 
theorem which is stated below, the damping term is “weak” for two dif- 
ferent reasons, namely: 
- The graph b is not necessarily strictly increasing and just satisfies 
hypothesis (2.4) below. 
~ The damping induced by the friction term -a(x) /?(u,) is not efficient 
everywhere in Q if a(x) vanishes on a subset of positive measure. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that a E L”(Q) and the following conditions are 
fulfilled with j u maximal monotone graph such that 0 E p(O). 
meas(xEQ, a(x)>O} #O (2.2) 
3cER+, VUER, I P”(4 6 a1 + I v I ) (2.3) 
OsfW/3-‘({0))) (2.4) 
Then for any (u,, uO)e HA(Q) x L’(O), the weak sofution of (2.1) on R+ 
converges in H;(0) strong, as t -+ +co, to some function 
w(x) E H2(SZ) n H;(Q) such that 
Nx) E 4x1 B(O) u.e. in Q. (2.5 1 
ProoJ: We introduce the Hilbert space H = HA(Q) x L’(Q) and the non- 
linear, possibly multivalued operator A defined by 
D(A) = (HA(R) n H’(Q)) x HA(Q) 
vl(u, u) E WA ), A(u, v) = (-II, -Au) + (0) x u(x) p(v(x)). 
It is clear that A is monotone in H. Moreover, as a consequence of [2, 
Corollaire 2.7, p. 11.181, A is maximal monotone. Also, from the growth 
hypothesis (2.3) it is easy to deduce that the operator (I+ A)-’ is com- 
pact: H -+ H. More precisely, for any (uo, vO)eD(A), the solution 
U(t) = (u(t), u((t)) of (2.1) with initial data (u,, vo) is such that 
UEL~(IR+, H2(Q))n W’,“O(R+, HA(Q))n W2*co(iR+, L*(a)). (2.6) 
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From now on, we follow the notation of [9, Theorem 29, pp. 218-2201, we 
set Z= D(A) and we apply [9, Theorems 25 and 29, pp. 215-2201. 
Let U, E Z and 4 = (cp, $) E w( U,). There is one and only one complete 
trajectory V(t) = (v(t, x), ~,(t, x)) of (2.1) such that V(0) = d and we have 
V(t) E AP(R, H). (2.7) 
Also V(t) satisfies (2.6) with R + replaced by [w and is absolutely con- 
tinuous: [w + H. We have 
1 ja { lvu(t, x)1* + Iu,(t, x)1*} dx =-2 j-Q 4x) At, x) ur(t, x) dx, (2.8) 
with g(t, x) E /I(ul(t, x)) a.e. on R x Q. 
From (2.8) and since OE/?(~), we conclude that the energy 11 P’(t)llk is 
nonincreasing over R: since it is almost periodic by (2.7), (1 V(t)ll$ is con- 
stant. 
From this and (2.8), we deduce 
4x) s(4 x) Ul(G x) = 0 a.e. on R x Q. (2.9) 
Let E = {xEO, a(x) > 0). From (2.4) and (2.9), we deduce that u,(t, x) 
has a constant sign on R x E. Hence the function z(t) = SE u( t, x) dx is 
monotonic as a function of t : as a consequence of (2.7) z(t) must remain 
constant and we obtain 
u,( t, x) = 0 a.e. on R x E. (2.10) 
Therefore there exists a function h E L*(E) such that 
- du( t, x) = h(x) a.e. on [w x E. (2.11) 
Now let F= Q\ E. Since u( t, x) is a strong solution of (2.1) and as a con- 
sequence of (2.6) clearly we have q u E L”(R, L*(Q)) and 
q u=o a.e. on R x F. (2.12) 
Finally, we set 
h”(x) = h(x) ifxEE. 
=o if xE F. 
From formulas (2.10)-(2.13), we deduce easily 
q u(t, x)=&x) a.e. on Iw x Q. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
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Let t?(x) be the solution of 
5 E H2(Q) n H$q, -Aii=h: (2.15) 
We set 
ii( t, x) = u( t, x) - a(x) on RxQ. (2.16) 
Then clearly we have 
q ii=o 0nRxQ (2.17) 
zqt, x) = 0 0nRxE. (2.18) 
From (2.17), (2.18) and Lemma 1.1, we deduce that ii=:0 on Rx Q. 
Hence: 
u( t, x) = v”(x) on Rx&?. (2.19) 
It is immediate to see that (2.19) implies 
By density, (2.20) implies (since U, is arbitrary in D(A)) 
As a consequence of assertion (32) of [9, Theorem 29, p. 2201, we con- 
clude that for any (u,, o,,) E H, the vector U(t) = (u(t), ~~(1)) converges in H 
strong to some element (w(x), 0) of A ~ ‘( (0)) as t -+ + co. This last 
statement being equivalent to the conclusion of Theorem 2.1, the proof is 
therefore completed. 
Remark 2.2. In contrast with the results of [6], Theorem 2.1 is 
applicable to examples where trend to equilibrium may be not obvious 
intuitively. 
As an illustration, we consider the case where Q = 10, 1[ (1> 0) and there 
exist cc, p with 0 <a < j3 < 1 such that 
a(x) > 0 a.e. on [a, 81 
and 
a(x) = 0 a.e. on [0, a] u [fi, 11. 
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We consider the multivalued partial differential equation 
u,, - u,, + 4x1 w(u,) 3 0 onR+ x]O,Q 
u=o onR+ x{O,I}. 
(2.21) 
COROLLARY 2.3. Any solution of (2.21) tends as t + + co towards an 
equilibrium position u,(x) such that we have 
(i) u, E W’+(]O, Q), u,(O) = u,(l) = 0, 
(ii) I(u,).,I <a(x) as. on IO, 4. 
Especially, the equilibrium position U, is rectilinear on both intervals 
CO, al and CP, 0 
3. “TOTAL DAMPING” FOR A CLASS OF WEAKLY DISSIPATIVE, 
NONLINEAR, QUASI-AUTONOMOUS WAVE EQUATIONS 
Let D be as in Section 1 and g: R’ + R be a nondecreasing continuous 
function such that g(0) = 0. For any “forcing term” f (t, x) in Lii,,,(R +, 
L*(O)) we can consider the (generally nonlinear) wave equation 
nu + g(u,) =.f(t3 xl onR+xQ 
(3.1) 
u( t, x) = 0 on lR+ xaf2. 
In the case where f: R + + L2(Q) is the restriction of an S’-almost 
periodic function from R to L*(Q), we established in [7, Theorem 3.4, 
p. 2041 that if (3.1) admits a weak almost periodic solution o, then any 
solution u(t, x) is weakly asymptotic in HA(O) to the sum of o and a 
(weak) solution [ of the wave equation q l{ = 0. 
This result is recalled in [S], where “total damping” of solutions is 
defined as the property that i = 0 for all initial data (uO, vO) in 
HA(Q) x L*(Q). In Section 7 of [S], we establish among other things that 
“total damping” happens if g is strictly increasing. 
The following result, which was anticipated as a natural conjecture by 
the author in 1978, appeared at that time as somehow “dual” to the main 
result of [ 11. However, we shall see in Section 4 that the philosophy of uni- 
queness is not so clear and is strongly related to the type of boundary con- 
ditions which is considered. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
The restriction of g to some neighborhood V = ] -6, S[ of 0 is 
strictly increasing. (3.2) 
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There exists a complete trajectory (w, 0,) of (3.1) such that 
w E AP([W, HA(Q)), w, E AP([W, ~!*(a)) n L”([w, Co,“(@) with c1> 0. (3.3) 
Then total damping happens to (3.1), i.e., (w, w,) is the only almost 
periodic trajectory of (3.1) and is weakly globally asymptotically stable in 
H = q)(R) x L*(Q). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is suflicient to prove uniqueness of the almost 
periodic solution w of (3.1). If u(t, x) is another such solution, then 
according to [7, Theorem 2.1, pp. 19992001, we must have 
du,(t, x)1 = dw,(c x)1 a.e. on R x Q. (3.4) 
From (3.3) it is easy to deduce that there exists a neighbourhood W of 
8Q in fi such that 
w,(t, x) E if a.e. on Iw x W. (3.5) 
From (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) we derive 
u,(t, x) = w,(t, x) a.e. on R x W. (3.6) 
Now y(t, x) = u( t, x) - w(t, x) is such that y E C(R, HA(Q)) n 
WR L2(Q)), with q y=O on RxQ and y,=O on Rx W. Since 
meas( W) > 0, Lemma 1.1 applies and we obtain 
v-w a.e. on IF! x Q. 
Thus Theorem 3.1 is completely proved. 
Remark 3.2. In Section 4 below, we shall see that the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.1 may fail if the regularity assumption (3.3) is not satisfied. 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 is applicable, as a special case, if 52 = 10, r[ 
with I> 0, g(u) = J.o in the vicinity of 0 and the forcing term f (t, x) is small 
enough in W’,“(Iw, L*(Q)). 
As a simple example, we choose 
Q = IO, 7-4, g(u)=iinf(p, 1~1) sgnu 
andf(t,x)=psintsinx (with p,J.>O, PER). 
We obtain the following conclusion. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume that we have 
(3.7) 
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Then o(t, x) = -(p/l) cos t sin x is the only periodic solution of (3.1) with 
Q, g and f as above, and is a global attractor (in HA(Q) weak) for the 
solutions of(3.1) as t -+ +oo. 
Proof: If o(t, x) = -(p/l) cos t sin x, we find q w = 0 and Wl(t, x) = 
(p/l) sin t sin x. Thus if 1 p/i ( 6 ,B, we find 
g(o,( t, x)) = h,( t, x) = p sin t sin x =f( t, x)), 
hence q o+g(o,(t, x))=f(t, x). 
On the other hand we have that o is 2x-periodic in t and 
o E C”([w, Hh(]O, rc[) n P( [0, rc])): it is immediate that the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.1 is valid. 
Remark 3.5. It would be certainly interesting to determine whether 
u( t, x) - o( t, x) tends to 0 in HA(Q) strong in this very simple example. 
4. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In this section, we show by means of examples that the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.1 is not valid if (3.3) is dropped, and also that the boundary 
conditions play a very important role. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let D = 10, 1 [ and g(u) = inf ( 1, ) u I} sgn o. There 
exists f~ C(Iw, L’(Q)) a 2-periodic function with respect to t and 
cp(t, X)E C(W, HA(sZ))n C’([w, L2(Q)) a 2-periodic solution of (3.1) such that 
cp & 0 and 
VA> 1, Aq(t, x) is a (weak) solution of (3.1). (4.1) 
Proof Let w(x) be the only 2-periodic function defined by 
w(x)=Inf(lxl, 1- 1x1) sgnx, VXE[-l,l]. 
We set 
cp(t,x)=w(t+x)--(t-x). 
Then clearly q lq = 0 on R x 10, 1 [ and cp E C(Iw, HA(Q)) n C’(Iw, L2(sZ)). 
Also, since I w’) = 1 a.e. on [w, we have 
I cPl(t? XII E to, I>21 a.e. on Iw x 10, 1 [. (4.2) 
It is obvious from the definition of g that (4.2) implies: g(lq,) = g(cp,) a.e. 
on Iwx 10, l[ for any 22 1. 
This last conclusion finally implies (4.1) with f =go cpI. 
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Remark 4.2. If the Dirichlet boundary condition is replaced by a con- 
dition of periodicity with respect o x, uniqueness of periodic solution fails 
even when p(u) = cu, c > 0. The analog of Theorem 3.1 would be uniqueness 
up to an constant, and in fact it is false even for solutions in Cm(R’ x w) as 
shown by the following counterexample. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Q, g he as in Proposition 4.1 and define two 
periodic functions by 
w(x) = sin(27rx) 
z(x) = 
s 
’ $(cos 272~) da 
0 
where rl/~C~([-1, +l]) is oddandsuch that 
Then the function defined on [w x Q by v( t, x) = w( t + x) + z( t + x) is a l- 
periodic solution qf the equation 
VI, - VY, + g(v,) = g(w’(t + xl) oniWxS2 
(4.3) 
v(t, l)=u(t,O) and C‘,(t, 1) = v,(t, 01, Vt E R. 
ProojY From the fact that $ is odd and w’(x) = 27t cos(27rx) it is 
immediate to conclude that z(x) is l-periodic and z’ has the same sign as w’ 
with z’= 0 whenever 1 w’l 6 1. Thus g(u,) =g(w,) on Rx L?. The other 
properties are obvious. 
Remark 4.4. From Proposition 4.3, we can see clearly that for 
Eq. (4.3), uniqueness of periodic solutions fails in a very strong sense, since 
pairwise different l-periodic solutions depend on an arbitrary nonnegative 
function in 9(]1/27c, l[) (and even worse). 
Although Theorem 3.1 may be considered as “dual” to Theorem 1.5 of 
[lo] in the framework of the wave equation with Dirichlet boundary con- 
ditions, the infinite-dimensional character of the set of solutions of the 
wave equation makes the situation much worse than in the case of strictly 
increasing multivalued graphs with p(O) = (0) if one changes the boundary 
conditions. 
Indeed, for such a multivalued graph and smooth solutions of an 
equation of the form 
VI1 - L +B(u,)3f(t, x) 0nRxR 
v(t, 1) = v(t, 0) and at, 1) = K&t, 0) on R, 
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periodicity in t implies uniqueness up to a constant, as can be easily proved 
by the method of [lo, Theorem 1.11. 
In this sense, uniqueness of periodic solutions for weakly dissipative 
wave equations depends in a crucial way on regularity and on the nature of 
boundary conditions. 
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